Psychology Graduate Programs

**Master of Applied Science:**

*Industrial and Organizational Psychology* - University of Waterloo

**Master of Applied Social Psychology:**

*Masters in Applied Social Psychology* – Memorial University of Newfoundland

**Master of Arts**

*Applied Social Psychology* - University of Guelph

*Applied Social Psychology* - University of Saskatchewan

**Clinical Developmental Psychology** – York University

**Clinical Psychology** – Lakehead University

**Clinical Psychology** – Ryerson University

*Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology* - University of Guelph

**Community Psychology** – Wilfrid Laurier University

**Counselling Psychology** – McGill University

**Counselling Psychology** – Simon Fraser University

**Counselling Psychology** – Trinity Western University

**Counselling Psychology** - University of British Columbia

**Counselling Psychology** - University of Victoria

**Counselling Psychology** – Yorkville University

**Developmental Psychology** - University of Manitoba
Developmental Psychology and Education - University of Toronto

Educational Psychology – Simon Fraser University

Historical, Theoretical, and Critical Studies of Psychology – York University

Individualized Studies in Psychology - University of Victoria

Industrial and Organizational Psychology - University of Guelph

Industrial and Organizational Psychology - University of Western Ontario

Psychology – Brock University

Psychology – Carleton University

Psychology – Laurentian University of Sudbury

Psychology - University of Lethbridge

Psychology - University of Manitoba

Quantitative Methods in Psychology – York University

School/Applied Child Psychology – McGill University

School and Clinical Child Psychology - University of Toronto

School Psychology – Mount Saint Vincent University

School Psychology - University of Manitoba

Social and Cultural Psychology - University of Alberta

Social and Personality Psychology - University of Manitoba

Social and Personality Psychology – York University
Social Psychology - University of Victoria
Social Psychology – Wilfrid Laurier University

Sport and Exercise Psychology – McGill University

Master of Cognitive Science:
Master of Cognitive Science – Carleton University

Master of Education:
Counselling Psychology – Memorial University of Newfoundland
Counselling Psychology – Simon Fraser University
Counselling Psychology - University of Alberta
Counselling Psychology - University of British Columbia
Counselling Psychology - University of Lethbridge
Counselling Psychology - University of Toronto
Counselling Psychology - University of Western Ontario

Developmental Psychology and Education - University of Toronto

Educational Psychology – Simon Fraser University
Educational and Counselling Psychology - University of British Columbia
Educational Psychology - University of Regina
Educational Psychology and Special Education - University of Saskatchewan

General Education Psychology – McGill University

School and Applied Child Psychology - University of Calgary
School and Counselling Psychology - University of Saskatchewan
School Psychology - University of Alberta

School and Applied Psychology - University of British Columbia

**Master of Human Kinetics:**

Psychology and Pedagogy of Physical Activity and Sport - University of Ottawa

**Master of Science:**

Applied Psychology - University of Regina

Applied Social Psychology – Memorial University of Newfoundland

Behaviour, Systems and Cognitive Psychology - University of Alberta

Biological Sciences: Behaviour, Cognition & Neuroscience – University of Windsor

Clinical Psychology – Acadia University

Clinical Psychology - University of Calgary

Cognitive, Developmental, and Brain Sciences Psychology - University of Western Ontario

Counselling Psychology - University of Calgary

Developmental Psychology – Queen’s University

Experimental Psychology – Lakehead University

Experimental Psychology – Memorial University of Newfoundland

Experimental Psychology - University of Regina

Individualized Studies in Psychology - University of Victoria
Industrial and Organizational Psychology – St. Mary's University

Industrial-Organizational Psychology - University of Calgary

Integrated Program in Neuroscience – McGill University

Neuroscience – Carleton University

Neuroscience – Concordia University

Neuroscience – McMaster University

Neuroscience – Memorial University of Newfoundland

Neuroscience – Queen's University

Neuroscience - University of British Columbia

Neuroscience – University of Calgary

Neuroscience & Applied Cognitive Science – University of Guelph

Neuroscience - University of Lethbridge

Neuroscience - University of Toronto

Neuroscience - University of Victoria

Neuroscience – University of Western Ontario

Psychology – McMaster University

Psychology – Trent University

Psychology - University of Lethbridge

Psychology - University of Northern British Columbia

Psychiatry – McGill University

Social-Personality Psychology – Queen's University

School and Applied Child Psychology – University of Calgary
Social and Personality Psychology - University of Toronto, Scarborough
Social, Personality and Developmental Psychology – University of Western Ontario

Sport Psychology – Queen's University

Theoretical Neuroscience - University of Waterloo

Translational and Integrative Neuroscience – Simon Fraser University

Post Graduate Diplomas:
Graduate Diploma in Health Psychology – York University
Graduate Diploma in Neuroscience – York University

Combined MA/PhD Programs:
MA to PhD Applied Social Psychology – University of Windsor

MA to PhD Behavioural Neuroscience – University of British Columbia

MA to PhD Clinical Psychology – McGill University
MA Clinical Psychology to PhD– Lakehead University
MA to PhD Clinical Psychology – Simon Fraser University
MA-PhD Track in Clinical Psychology – University of British Columbia, Okanagan
MA to PhD Clinical Psychology – University of Ottawa
MA to PhD Clinical Psychology – University of Waterloo
MA to PhD Clinical Psychology – University of Western Ontario
MA to PhD Clinical Psychology – University of Windsor

MA to PhD Cognitive Neuroscience – University of Waterloo
MA to PhD Cognitive & Neural Sciences – Simon Fraser University
MA to PhD Cognitive Science – University of British Columbia
MA to PhD Cognitive Psychology – University of Waterloo

MA to PhD Counselling & Clinical Psychology – University of Toronto

MA to PhD Developmental Psychology – Simon Fraser University
MA to PhD Developmental Psychology – University of British Columbia

MA to PhD Experimental Psychology – McGill University
MA to PhD Experimental Psychology – University of Ottawa

MA to PhD Health Psychology – University of British Columbia

MA to PhD History, Quantitative & Theoretical Psychology – Simon Fraser University

MA to PhD Law & Forensic Psychology – Simon Fraser University

MA to PhD Psychology (accelerated PhD admission) - Concordia University
MA to PhD in Psychology – Simon Fraser
MA to PhD Psychology – University of New Brunswick
MA to PhD Psychology – University of Victoria

MA to PhD Quantitative Psychology – University of British Columbia

MA to PhD Social Psychology – Simon Fraser University
MA to PhD Social & Personality – University of British Columbia

MSc/PhD Programs:
Combined MSc/PhD Clinical Psychology – Queen’s University

MSc to PhD Clinical Psychology – University of Regina

MSc to PhD Psychology and Neuroscience – Dalhousie University

MSc to PhD Psychology – Dalhousie University